Abstract-A tapered polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber based on dual-mode interference is proposed for measuring liquid refractive index. The sensing principle is based on the interference between LP 01 and LP 11 modes in the photonic crystal fiber. The output intensity distribution of the two modes in the fiber is investigated in detail. It is shown that when the external refractive index changes the two-lobe interference pattern of the fiber generates energy exchange. The relationship of the refractive index and the normalized value which is defined as difference to the sum of the two lobes interference intensity is studied. The analyzed results demonstrate that the sensor has refractive index sensitivity of 31.9/RIU (Normalized Value/ Refractive Index Unit) within the range of 1.36-1.4 RIU. As the two modes in the fiber have the same response to the temperature, the sensor possesses the anti-interference ability. Because of the easy fabrication, compact size and the ability of anti-interference to temperature make the sensor has extensive application prospects.
INTRODUCTION
Fiber refractive index (RI) sensors have drawn great interest in recent years thanks to their compactness, high sensitivity, short response time, and anti-electromagnetic. Recently, refractometer based on optical tapered fiber [1] [2] [3] , long-period fiber grating (LPFG) [4, 5] , and surface plasmon resonant (SPR) optical fiber [6] [7] [8] have been widely investigated. However, optical fiber grating sensor needs expensive spectrometer for sensor detection. And the tapered fiber is sensitive to the external temperature. The SPR fiber needs complicated fabrication techniques. In order to overcome the above shortcomings, a tapered polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber refractive index sensor is created by means of cladding corrosion.
In previous reports, the research on intermodal interference characteristics of the polarization maintaining fiber has been focused on the x LP 01 and y LP 01 based on the sagnac effect [9] [10] [11] . And the transmission spectrum needs complicate demodulation system. But the dual-mode interference between x LP 01 and x LP 11 modes is rarely used to refractive index detection. When the external refractive index changes, the two-lobe interference pattern which generated by the two basic modes in x direction alters correspondingly. The normalized value of the difference to sum of the two-lobe energy indicates the liquid refractive index.
In this letter, the intermodal interference of x LP 01 and x LP 11 modes in tapered polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber (PM-PCF) is investigated and adopted to the design of refractive index sensor. The mode propagation characteristics are calculated, and the interference output intensity patterns in the fiber are illustrated. Furthermore, the relationship between refractive index and the normalized value of the two-lobe interference intensity is analyzed. The sensor exhibits the sensitivity of 31.9/RIU International Conference on Mechatronics, Electronic, Industrial and Control Engineering (MEIC 2014) BACKGROUND THEORETICAL within the range of 1.36-1.4 RIU. Because of the same response to the temperature, it possesses high temperature stability.
II.
The PM-1550-01 polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber is purchased from Crystal Fiber A/S Inc. The microscope image and schematic diagram of the fiber is shown in Fig .1(a) and (b). The outer holes diameter is 4.5 µm , and the inner big holes' is 2.2µm . The hole to hole pitch  is 4.4µm . The background material is pure silica, and the Sellmeier equation is used for calculating the chromatic dispersion of silica. The cladding holes are filled with air 0 . 1  air n . Because of the two big holes, the symmetrical structure is disturbed. As a result, the modes in the fiber exhibit polarization maintaining characteristic. For example, there are four polarization modes exist at 1000nm as is shown in In order to obtain the interference between two modes and generate two-lobe interference pattern, the modes in x orientation ( 11 modes are excited by the light source simultaneously, the two-lobe interference patten will be exhibited on the output facet of the PM-PCF. The schematic diagram of two polarization maintaining modes interference is shown in Fig .3 . In this case, if the intensity of the two lobes are monitored, the phase difference will be obtained. And the external disturbance which causes the phase difference shift can be measured.
III. ANALYSE OF RI SENSING USING TAPERED PM-PCF
In order to enhance the RI sensitivity, the PM-PCF is tapered by hydrofluoric acid corrosion. The sensing system diagram is illustrated in Fig .5 . In the system, the optical fiber polarization is used to obtain x-oriented modes. The two-lobe intensity is captured by the side lobe extractor. 
A. The Relationship between RI and the Normalized value of Two-lobe Interference Intensity
The external refractive index has effect on the effective index of the transmission modes. The finite element method is adopted for calculating the effective index of Refractive Index Effective Index Diference Figure 6 . The effective index difference of the two modes with different analyte refractive index
As a result, the parameter   will decreases as the analyte RI changes. The output interference intensity depends on   z r I , , calculated by Equation (1). The refractive index sensing characteristic of the PM-PCF is verified in Fig .7 .
The tapered part of the PM-PCF sensor is 2cm long. From Fig .7 , it can be seen that the two-lobe energy exchanges as the analyte RI increase. When the RI increases from 1.33-1.35 the left lobe intensity is enhanced gradually. However, the right lobe intensity increases obviously as the RI changes from 1.37 to 1.4. The key point of the work is to get the two-lobe energy intensity and determine the radio of them. Furthermore, the refractive index of the analyte can be detected. The normalized value is defined as the difference to the sum of the two-lobe intensity, which is shown as: The value indicates the output intensity energy exchange of the two lobes. Therefore the relation between the normalized value and the analyte refractive index is studied, which is illustrated in Fig .8 . And the higher the refractive index is the faster the slope rate grows. It is obviously that the sensor is more sensitive to the high refractive index around 1.4. Then the sensitivity is researched as follows:
Where the parameter N is the normalized value we defined, and n is the analyte refractive index value. The parameter n N   indicates the refractive index sensitivity of the tapered PM-PCF sensor. When the wavelength is chosen 1000nm, and the tapered part length is 2cm, the sensitivity is around 31.9/RIU (Normalized Value/Refractive Index Unit). More importantly, the light intensity demodulation system is simpler and cheaper than the spectrum demodulation system which is used in the optical fiber grating system.
B. The Influecn of the Temperature
In order to investigate the temperature characteristic of the refractive index sensor, we consider both of the thermal expandability and thermo-optic effect on the polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber. The young's modulus of silica is In Fig .9 , the effective index difference changes slightly as the temperature increases. Therefore, the PM-PCF RI sensor has anti-interference ability to the temperature.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter, a design of tapered PM-PCF is proposed to detect the refractive index. The refractive index characteristic of the sensor is numerically analyzed based on the finite element method. The analyzed results show that refractive index sensitivity is around 31.9/RIU within the range of 1.36-1.4 RIU. Although the polarization modes are sensitive to the analyte refractive index respectively, they respond similarly to the temperature disturbance. So the normalized value of the output twolobe interference intensity will eliminate the temperature disturbance to get high stability. Therefore the RI sensor we proposed has the anti-interference ability to the temperature. Moreover the best advantage of the senor is the simplified light demodulation system which can be used to the real-time monitor site.
